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The CHECK & ACT cycle at STMicroelectronics

STMicroelectronics is a leading provider of semiconductor solutions, employing 
45,000 globally with manufacturing operations primarily in Europe and Asia. They 
have a very wide product range with many products aimed at the Smart Driving and 
Internet of Things markets. They have strong central learning & development team, 
led by Jean-Louis Champseix, that supports people across the business at both a 
global and local level. There are three learning & development principles that govern 
their activity:

1 Learning & development actions must be strategically aligned with business 
needs

2 Site HR and learning & development are accountable for ‘Time to Competency’ 
(TTC)

3 Learning processes are owned by management and must secure a virtuous loop 
towards an effective, sustainable learning organisation.

The business has a long tradition of learning needs analysis, which has resulted in a 
range of bottom-up local learning activities. An initial business-level learning needs 
analysis was conducted in 2014, which set the parameters for what should be 
delivered at an organisational level and what should be delivered locally. This was 
not an easy task for such a large global organisation, but it led to good progress in 
2015 and 2016. 

In 2016 Jean-Louis Champseix and Anne-France Leblois, the Corporate Learning 
Training Process Manager, recognised a need for a further step change in learning & 
development. In particular, this was to embed the above three principles, especially 
the need for strategic alignment, so Anne-France Leblois led another learning needs 
analysis (LNA 2.0). HR was led at a corporate level by Philippe Brun, pioneer of Lean 
in the business, having run one of their French factories where he introduced Lean 
in 2008. As a result, much of the thinking within HR was infl uenced by this Lean 
approach. Consequently, when the three principles for the LNA 2.0 were developed 
they had a decidedly Lean feel to them:

1 Value added for fi nal customer

2 Overall fl ow speed with a focus on the elimination of waste

3 Collaborative and transparent activity.

LNA 2.0 was in three stages (Figure 6.17):

Figure 6.17: Learning needs analysis at STMicroelectronics
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The  fi rst stage was to establish the need, in particular the voice of the customer. 
Part of this involved a regional booster project that surveyed 53 local managers. 
Part of this was to check whether there was an alignment between training and 
strategy; the answer showed some room for improvement (Figure 6.18):

Figure 6.18:  Understanding the link between training and strategy at 
STMicroelectronics

Three major areas were identifi ed where the current state did not work as well as it 
might:

1 Communications: Although there was a well-established strategy, and 
consequently learning needs, at the top of the organisation it was not familiar to 
most of the managers

2 Organisation: Vice presidents were not seen to be driving learning; it was viewed 
as an ‘HR process’ and Group HR were not perceived with the same legitimacy as 
the VPs when addressing technical and business needs

3 Deployment: There was no clear owner, with roles confused between Group HR 
and Learning & Development.

This survey was augmented by a series of regional workshops covering around two 
thirds of the global learning & development community. The fi ndings from this were 
very much in line with the voice of the customer exercise. Four key opportunities 
emerged: 

• Clarify ownership of the process

• Defi ne clear roles in the process

• Simplify the approach 

• Measure progress.

The exercise did, however, identify a number of positives, including a shared 
worldwide view, increased awareness of the LNA activity and an improved synergy 
between Group HR and local learning teams.

The fi ndings of this research were consolidated into a fi shbone diagram (Figure 
6.19), which also received input from Olivier Ardesi, who headed up Lean globally, 
and Karen Duhart, the Corporate Learning & Development Programme Manager with 
responsibility for Lean.

Need
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Figure 6.19: The voice of the (internal) customer at STMicroelectronics

This second stage entailed a detailed review of the learning & development process 
between September 2016 and April 2017, led by Anne-France Leblois. This Lean 
review used a Value Stream Mapping approach involving over 30 contributors from 
seven functional areas across six sites in four countries, supported by two local 
Lean champions. Two of the meetings brought the core team members together 
physically, with other sessions run remotely through conference calls.

This resulted in a current state and future state map of ST’s learning & 
development process. The current state map consisted of 51 steps (Figure 6.20). 
The majority of the waste in the current state process was found to be due to the 
process structure, unclear roles, unclear accountabilities, schedule variability and 
poor business alignment, particularly budget alignment. 

Figure 6.20: The current state of STMicroelectronics’ learning & development process

The future state map was much simpler, with 21 steps. In Figure 6.21 we illustrate 
the fi rst two phases: business-level LNA and translation into local needs. Two 
further phases involved execution and measurement. It shows a much greater 
involvement of local managers, clear responsibilities (using the RACI approach), a 
clearer schedule and an integrated budget.

 Acquisition 
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Figure 6.21: 

END SEPT

PHASE 1: BUSINESS L&D NEED ANALYSIS AND CONSOLIDATION

JULYMID JULY

PHASE 2: TRANSLATION INTO LOCAL PLAN AND BUDGET 

APRIL (Y)
YEAR (Y) INPUT

Business 5 Years 
Plan

Learning & Dev  
Budget Y-1 
analysis

Learning & 
Development (y-1) 
status

Global L&D offer 
(catalog,path, key 
programs)

Review L&D (Y-1) and 
plan LNA deployment at 
Org level (kick-off)
VP + Group HR

Communication
message to staff
-LNA process 
start
-Expectations 
engagement
-Need to dedicate 
budget

Achieve Org competences
gap analysis and define 
Strategic L&D priorities

VP-1 + Group HR 
-People & 
Organization 
SWOT
-Org strategic 
L&D priorities 

Present Strategic L&D 
priorities to Local + Corp 
learning (dedicated com.)

Group HR
LNA f ile f illed ( L&D 
priorities,geographies)
Communication kit:
-Org business 
priorities, and element 
of  specif ic context
- People & Org SWOT
-Org strategic L&D 
priorities

Cascade with local VP-2, -3, 
during regular communication 
meetings
VP-1, -2

Validate yearly budget 
(travel cost included) 

Finance control

Align L&D answers on 
L&D priorities with Org 
VP-2,-3 at site level
Local L&D + Local HR 
(mainly-see RACI)

Identify gap withST catalog, 
analyse re-use or define new 
request
Local L&D + Corp L&D
(mainly-see RACI)

- course codes 
ready to deploy
- Learning or 
Develoment  
specif ication and 
proposal

- Management 
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strategic L&D 
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For each L&D 
priority, estimated :
-Nb sessions
-Course codes
-Dev action
-Estimate cost

Updated LNA file 

Propose first level of 
L&D answer and define 
action owner 
Local L&D + Corp L&D 
(mainly-see RACI)

LNA filled w ith:
-course codes
-L&D action ow ner

Consolidate all L&D 
answers at  Org  / 
countries levels
Corp L&D process 
mgr

-L&D answ er for 
all L&D priorities 
/ Org / Site

Finalize V1.0 of the 
annual LNA deployment 
plan at local level
Local L&D + Local HR 
(mainly-see RACI)

-Updated 
communication 
kit per site/ Org
- Attendees list
-Schedule per Q
-Nb sessions
-Feasability risk

1.2 1.3 2.1.1 2.1.2 2.2 2.3 2.41.1

Request yearly 
budget
HR Gr + Site 
+Control

People inputs: 
people reviews, 
competency, IPF...

The future state of STMicroelectronics’ learning & development process

The hardest part of the LNA 2.0 was implementing change over such a large 
organisation. As a result, considerable effort was put in to this by Corporate HR, 
Group HR and the local learning & development community (see Figure 6.22). Part 
of this was a programme of communication, together with individual counselling. 
This was also accompanied by a dedicated online workspace for LNA 2.0 with RACI 
instructions and standard operating procedures. 

Figure 6.22:  The future roles and responsibilities in learning & development at of 
STMicroelectronics’ learning & development process

By the end of 2017
• the link between business needs and learning had risen from 64.9 per cent to 85.2 

per cent, showing the success of the LNA 2.0 activity
• there was a simplifi ed and standardised LNA 2.0 process available worldwide
• there was a much greater buy-in from group HR and the local learning & 

development community. 

Change
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